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Raad means rattling.In the Holy Quran
"Raad"  is referred to as dangerous attack that
would destroy the enemies of truth. This Surah
(chapter) mentions the ultimate domination of
truth and downfall of falsehood. This surah also
mentions the evil intentions of enemies of Islam
and hardships. So this surah got the name 'Rad'.

Some salient features

1. Oneness of Allah Almighty. A
complete Reason

This sura starts with Allah's ordain that the
Holy Quran is Allah's word. This surah mentions
the Oneness of Allah, the higher powers of
Almighty , and God's pol icies are  clearly
mentioned in the verses. The denial of these
verses means bad luck of those people whose
reasons and mental capabilities are lost. Allah's
highness and range no one can assess in the
universe, the sun and the moon are enlightened
with the light, that is above the head of man.
Under the feet of the man is the earth, that
contains water resources, at places there sweet
cool water rivers are flowing. At places there are
mountains which are snow capped sky scrappers.
The lush green vallays are open exhibition of
Allah's powers. The green fields are spread
around and gardens are laden with fruits. The soil
is the same and the water is the same but variety
of the flowers trees are bloomed with the spring.
The bushes and herbs have their own different
characteristics. These bushes bear different colors 
and different smelling flowers. Who produces this
variety - These are powers of Allah so dominant
that how one can deny Allah's presence. 

2. The Position Prophethood And Its
Responsibilities

At the end of this surah Allah highlighted the

fact that Allah has best towed prophethood to
Muhammad (S.A.W.W) and gave him Quran the
book of light and direction so that he may
straighten / enlighten the diverted humanity and
put them to the strait path. The tongue of
Muhammad (S.A.W.W) speaks Allah's voice and
his feet follow the powers of Allah. Allah
instructed the Holy Prophet not to bother due to
these hurdles and don't care about the evil tactics
of these evil mind and keep on spreading Allah's
message to people. If these non believers refute
your Prophethood, never minds. It's Allah's will
that prophethood fact and those who are
believers and the evidence of this reality, whose
hearts are enightened with the light of the
revelation.



God and Man
Don't allow passions to overcome reason.

Obedience to God is not disgrace.

Man hasn't right to enjoy the absolute

freedom of will.

God's ways are always just.

Justice is God's first motive.

Love triumphs over justice.

Man must be reluctant to follow the sinful

ways.

Punishment is inflicted on the sinful

persons by God.

By: Peer Sarfraz Ahamd
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Disobedience to one's

parents & doing good to

those with whom one's

father maintained relation

.



Abu Hurairah  reported that the
Prophet  said : '' Shame on him!
''(three times). The companions  
asked : '' O Prophet  of Allah

! Shame on whom '' ? He 
 replied : '' He whose parents or one of them,

grows old and he enters the fire. '' (Sahih of
Muslim)

Keywords in the hadith
Shame on him, woe to him
Who found
Old age
Hell - fire


'Ibu ' Umar  reported from the

Prophet  : '' When one's parents
cry because of their child disobedience, the child
has committed a major sin ''. (Sahih of Muslim)

Keywords in the Hadith
crying of parents
Disobedience
The major sins



' Ibn ' Umar  reported that the
Prophet  said : '' Verily, the best
of all good - doing is for one to do good to those
who were loved by his father. '' (Sahih of Muslim)

Keywords in the Hadith
No doubt, certainly
The best of all good deeds
Good - doing
Love

Explanation
In ' Islam it obligatory and incumbent upon a

believer to obey and respect his parents and it is a
major sin to anger or disobey them. Disobedience
to one's parents incurs the wrath of Allah

 and ultimately entitles one to hell.
Believers are requird to be kind, and polite

and they should respect their parents and treat
them kindly even if they are non - practising
muslims or unbelievers. If their parents order
them to do something against ' Islam ', they
should politely explain to them that obedience to
Allah   is first. However, they should
continue treating them with kindness and respect.

They should always help their parents
especially when they grow old. They should take
care of their old parents as they took care of them
when they were youngsters / small. Also, they
should pray for their parents when they have
passed away. They are also advised to respect the
friends and relatives of their parents whom their
parents loved and respected.
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On the Day of Judgement, I will come at the
door of Eden, I would knock at it, the servant of
Eden will ask about me. I will say  " Muhammad
(S.A.W. W). He would reply, that he had been
ordered not to open the door for anybody else
before you ".

Reference of the Hadith
This hadith was passed on from Sheikh Abu

Talib bin Ali (R.A), who was reported by Abu Al
- Qasim bin Ahmad Al Razaz (R.A)then it was
passed on to Abu Al Hussain Muhammad bin
Makhalad (R.A)and then to Abu Ali Ismail bin
Muhammad Al Safar (R.A). He said that he was
reported by Hassan bin Arfa Abdi (R.A). He said
that he was told this Hadith by Abu Nazar
Hashim bin Qasim (R.A) and then passed on to
Salman bin Mughaira and to Sabit Banai (R.A)and
atlast its reference reaches to Hazrat Anas (R.A).

Dignity of Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W.W)
The people of knowledge know the fact that

the door of Eden will be only opened when the
Last Prophet will open it. He is the source of
goodness for both the worlds. The knowledge of
Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W.W)'s goodness,
whosoever finds it, finds the opened door of
worldly goodness. Such person should disclose
Allah's will unto the people and express the
hidden realities. 
The Knowledge of Recognition, Abover every

Information
The knowledge of recognition is actually

knowledge about Allah. It is the finding of the
light of Allah and His qualities and this is the
information that enlightens the hearts of those
who remember Him in their hearts. Recognition

of Allah is above every knowledge.

Common Ignorant to Recognition
Most of the people are ignorant to the

knowledge of recognition. They can't approach
its blessings and its understanding. The reality and
work of Allah recognition only those can
understand " who are sound hearted, and they are
powered by Allah.

The Recognition, base of All Knowledge  
Recognition gives l ight to al l kinds of

knowledge, that creates the way forward to the
goodness and respect of the world. Due to
recognition man recognises not only his own
faults but also the Highness of Allah, the Creator
and flies towards high ranks. 

Recognition to Allah -  A blessing
Except recognition no knowledge is perfect

at all, even without it the human doings / actions
become useless. With recognition, man finds the
blessings high understanding and rationality and it
removes the impurities of ignorance and makes
the man prudent : Allah Says: 

Allah Almighty hightens the ranks of the
believers and those are knowledged  people every
recognizer fears Allah, about his knowledge
because Allah says :

28 
The learned people fear from Allah 

The Knowledge of Recognition - Savour
Due to the  l ight  of recognit ion,  the

recogniser recognises the evil intentions that carry
towards. And they get themselves saved from the
difficulities of life 

Allah says.

And whether Allah opens the hearts of those
who get light from Allah Alimighty.
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At another point in the Holy Quran Allah
says :

4
And those who Allah does not give light,

how he can get light from Him.

Knowledge : A hidden treasure :
A hadith refers to knowledge as a hidden

treasure that only a recognser can understand.
Only ignorants refute this highly valued action.
According to the Holy Prophet, education is a
highly valued action.

Hazrat Moses' Event :
It is narrated that Hazrat Moses (A.S) said

"Who are these who are ever inclined towords
goodness and are at a higher rank. It was
answered: " Those who Know a lot ".

Reverent Status of the Recognisers
Hazrat Ali (R.A) said that those know a lot

about Allah, they are more reverent to Allah…
and hence they are more respected.

Revelation To Hazrat Daud (A.S)
It was reported that Hazrat Daud (A.S) was

revealed 
" O ' Daud get knowledge that is useful ".
He asked ' What is a useful knowledge."
Allah revealed that you must recognize My

Highness and Dominance - that would make you
closer to Me.

Muhammad Bin Fazal (R. A) and Recognition
Muhammad bin fazal Samar Qandi (R.A)

said, " What is knowledge about, Allah?" He said
His knowledge is that you should see Allah's fixed
decision about the creature, and you must know
the good and bad nature of everything. And one
sees the respect and humiliation's from Allah.
One should consider himself obedient to Allah.
Nothing should come from ones own will, but
purely an action from Allah's will. 

Knowledge of Secrets and Its Attainment :
O my son !  S t rugg le for  the h idden

knowledge, because none can measure its

blessings. One who hankers after appearances
only ruins, even without knowing it. If you want,
He Allah gives you respect, then leave mundane
love and be informed about the respect of the
pious people, and prepare yourself for the life
hereafter.

111
" Say O Allah enlarge my Knowledge ".

113 
" And He taught you what you didn't know ".

29
" And those who struggle in the path of

Allah, He guides them through this path ".

Knowledge of Recognition Blessing of Allah :
Most of the people know nothing about

Allah, but it is Allah's Fazal (blessing)that He
himself bestows them and make them powering
over others.

Two Kinds of Knowledge 
The Holy Prophet (S.A.W.W) cleared in his

hadith that knowledge is of two types :
(1) First kind of knowledge is related to tongue /

language and this knowledge is a reason on to
the people from Allah Almighty.

(2) Second type of  knowledge is related to
human heart which is the higher type of
knowledge that makes man God - fearing.
The Holy Prophet (S.A.W.W) told that one
who is the most knowledgeable about Allah
is the most God - fearing.

Kinds of the Scholars :
In the word of Safian Thori (R.A), Scholars

are of three types :
(1) One who knows the orders of Allah but

knows nothing about Him, is subject to go to
the fire of Hell.

(2) Second is he who knows about Allah, but
does not obey His orders, his knowledge is
inferior.

(3) The third type of scholar knows Allah
Almighty as well as His orders, he is the
perfect person.
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Source of Allah's Recognition :
A recognizer  was asked  how Allah 's

recognition is attained ?.It was answered that He
is recognized through the worldly things. This
was said by Zunnoon (R. A ) " I called Allah
through given help " And except Allah all the
other things I recognized through the light He
bestowed.

Saying of  Hazrat Ibrahim (A.S)
Hazrat Ibrahim (A.S) said, " O ' my Allah

without You, I could not have recognized You ".

Hazrat Rabia Wadoia's  (R.A) Question :
Rabia Wadoia (R.A) asked the same question

to Zunnoon, " How did you recognize Allah ? "
He said, " He bestowed me modesty and dressed
me with medition. Whatnever, I swayed from the
right path, I remembered Allah's greatness /
highness, and got ashamed and got on the right
path. 

Shoots of the Tree of Recognition :
The recogniser is like a tree which has got six

branches where as its root is a faith and deep
rooted in the trust in Allah. Its trunk is stable
through faith and Oneness.
(1) The first branch of this tree is fear and hope

that meets with shoots of thinking.
(2) Second branch is Truth and faithfulness that

meets with the shoots of sincerity.
(3) Third branch is that of God - fearingness and

being plaintive before Allah and its branches
meet with the piety.

(4) The fourth branch is that of contentment and
dependence on Allah that its branchs meet
with the help of Allah.

(5) Fifth branch is reverence and modesty which
is connected with calmness.

(6) Six th branch i s  that  of  s t abi l i t y  and
faithfulness that go to the well - wishes and
love.

Welfare and Friut - laden Branches of Virtues
and Goodness - trees
Every branch gives vent to / brings forth

countless virtues and goodness. Truthfulness in

the worldly matter, sweet company and love are
those fine extracts and unique pearls of closeness,
specified with time and may other such blaessing
that can never be counted by any one. Every of
its branch bears various kinds of fruits which are
different in colour and taste from one another.
Beneath this are the saples of capabil it ies
decorated with blessings of grandeurs and
bestows.

Status and ranks :
There are people with various status and

ranks, of which some fellows never got closed to
it roots but embraced the trunk only. So these
people were deprived of the sweetness of its fruit
and essence of branches. Some of them are only
stuch to its trunk, while others only held the
roots. Due to being the Creator of the Man and
his Companion and Friend.

Righteousness, Merely a Gift from Allah :
The example the man who devoid of Allah,

light and will is no more than a donkey who is
loaded with the so much luggage, however, as
much  he would carry the books, of. A hadith
would further inject those and distance in him.

Hazrat Ali's (A.S) / Story
It is said that a man came to Hazrat Ali (R.A)

and asked to teach him difficult knowledge. He
was told to explain the foundation of that
knowledge, already he had estaslished. He was
further asked, " Do you know your Creator ".
Hazrat Ali (R.A) asked him, " Have you done
something wortwhile to obey His orders. He told,
" I did what Allah made me capable ",.

He was told, " Go and make this conception
consistant in yourself and when you would be
found in this way then you should come to me to
learn difficult knowledge ".

Difference between Knowledge of recognition
and wordly Knowledge :
It is said that the difference between the

Knowledge  of  recogn i t ion  and  wor ld ly
knowledge is just like the difference between the
dead and the alive. 
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Main Parts
A business letter has four main parts i-e

(1) The heading (2) The Opening
(3) The Body (4) The Closing
(1) The Heading

The heading consists of two parts 
(a) Letter Head : The Companies printed name

and address / E-mail / Phone etc
(2) The Opening
(a) Inside Address : The addressee's name ,

designation and address
(b) The Salutation : Polite and courteous address

to the addressee , such as , " Dear Mr.
Kaleem " " Respected Madam " etc .

(3) The Body
(a) Subject Line : Attention line; " Saving Money

& Energy "
(b) Message : The text of the letter ; single -

space - typed
(4) The Closing
(A) Complimentary close : Courteous closing of

the letter i-e
" Your's Sincerely ", " Truly Your's "

(B) Company Signature : name of company , and
signature

(C) Wr i t e r ' s  Id en t i f i c a t i on :  Name and
designation of the writer

(D) Reference Initial : Typist's initial 
(E) Enclosure Notation : Enclosed/ attached

material / copies / document's mention
(F) Copy Notation : The name and address of

those who will receive copy of the letter.

Business Letter Format
(1) Block Format : 

Letters in which all the parts begin at the left
margin.
(2) Modified Block Format :

The date line , the complimentary closing and
the writer's identification starts at the horizontal
centre of page .
(3) Modified Block Format With Indented

Paragraphs:
Exactly the same as modified block format

except that the first line of the each paragraph is
indente five space margin .

Kinds of letters
(1)     Routine & Social Letters
Requested Letter :

These letters are to get / request for
information and services.

(2) Transmitted Letters :
These are written to identify what is being /

has been sent so that the recepient receives
information .
(3) Acknowledgement Letters :

These letters are written for receipts of
money or documents.
(4) Claim Letters :

These letters are composed for recovery of
loss / damage .

Plan / Qualities of These Letters
(1) Direct opening (2) Tell about purpose
(3) Necessary details (4) Close with good
ending
Purposes
(1) To establish personal credit
(2) To correct / claim personal accounts
(3) To present claims to manufacturers for

defects
(4) To thanks
(5) To show gratitude / congratulation 
(6) To express sympathy

Persuasive Letters
Purposes
(1) To ask for donation for noble cause . 
(2) To ask for favour & recommendation . 
(3) To response to inquiries and to motivate

potential.
Plan / Qualities
(1) Attention getting   statement
(2)   Factual statement
(3) Present your request
(4) Specify the action
(5) Apply the basics
(6) Be reasonable
(7) Make the reader feel special
(8) Make it easy for the reader to say "yes".

Refusal Lettres
Purposes
(1) Refusal to unreasonable demands
(2) Refusal to invitation
(3) Explanation to delay for fulfilling orders
Plan / Qualities
(1) Be prompt (2) Be positive
(2) Be hopeful (4) Be tactful
Organization
(a) Neutral statement (b) Reasons for refusal
(c) Statement of refusal (d) Suggest alternatives
(f) Retain good relation 
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History of English Literature comprises nine
periods which are briefly discussed one by one.

First Period(1)
Anglo Saxon or Old English Period.(670-1100)

This is the first period of English literature
which started in 670 and completed in 1100.

Anglo and Saxon were two tribes who made
a nation which was called, "the English". The
name of England was adopted from Angles, the
tribes. This period is divided into two phases.
First phase (Secular Period)

This phase started before the embracement
of Christianity. The poetry of this period was
about battles and secular type. Beowolf was the
famous epic of that period.  Wildsith and
waldhere were the great poets of that age.
Second phase (Religious Period)

In this period poetry and prose were written
on religious topics. A famous poem of that age
was "Christ" written by "Cynewalf". In prose
"Alfred" translated the "Holy Bible" from Latin
into English. Main characteristics of Anglo Saxon
period are as under.
1- Immatured English Language 
2- Excessive use of alliteration 

Second Period(2)
M i d d l e  A g e s  ( A n g l o - N o r m a n  P e r i o d )

(1100-1500)
Norman tribes came from France. They

defeated Anglo-Saxon tribes and occupied
England. Then this period started. During this
period old poetry disappeared. Poetical education
began. The writers did not take themes from
"Heathen" and "Church". There was great
influence of French and Latin Languages upon
English. Romance was the most popular form of
art which was borrowed from Latin and French
sources. All the dramas were of "Miracle" and
"Morality" type. The themes were taken from the
Holy Bible to teach different moral lessons.

William Langland was the famous poet of
that age. His famous poem was "Piers Plowman".
Actually he was a satirist poet who satirized the
religious corruption. Second poet of this period
was John Gower (1325 to 1408). He was a stylist
and narrative poet. "Amanits" and "Confession"
were his famous poems.

The third and the most famous poet of
middle ages was "Chaucer" (1340-1400). He was
the real founder of English poetry. In the
beginning he translated different ideas from
Latin, Italian and French.

Later on, he was originated. Prose writer of
this age was John Wycliff. His book was "Old
Testaments" "Translation of the Holy Bible".

During this period English Language and the
English nation started to get their identity.
"Prologue to the Canterbury Tales" and "Nun's
Priest's Tales"are the samples of Middle Ages.
 
Third Period (3)
Renaissance Period (1500-1600)

Different names are given to this glorious
period of English Literature. This is the most
fruitful and provocative age. It gave birth to many
prominent men of letters.  Knowledge and
Learning got dominant posit ion. Writers,
Scientists, Rulers and Common herd made their
contribution to that movement. This period is
given the following other titles.
* Marlowian Period
* Shakespearean Age
* Elizabethan Period
* Revival of Learning age
* Age of good Sense
* Baconian Age 

After the fall of Constantinople in 1453 by
the invasion of the Turks all the writers and
philosophers of Greek spread all over Europe.
They brought with them the works of great
scholars. The main characteristics of this age are
as under.
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* Proper study of mankind is man.
* Passion for life and lust for knowledge.
* Revolutionary and radical themes by Marlow.

Shakespeare and Bacon.
* Extraordinary utilization of mental faculties.
* A mad race for materialistic gains.

Marlowe's contribution is unique "Tragic
History Of Doctor Faustus". "Jew Of Malta"
"Tamburline" and "Henry II". For the first time
Marlowe used blank verse.

Shakespeare comes after Marlowe. He wrote
37 great dramas. King Lear, Winter's Tale,
Hamlet, Romeo Juliet and Othello are his world
famous tragedies. His comedies are also full of
interest and lesson. "Much Ado about Nothing"
and "Twelfth Night" are famous in this respect.

Doctor Johnson composed "Volpone". Philp
Sideny, Thomas Wyatt and Spenser were the
great poets of that age. Francis Bacon is
matchless in Prose. "Bacon's Essay's are the best
example for the authors of all ages. Philip Sidney
and John Lily are also famous prose writers of
Elizabethan be than age.

Fourth Period (4)
The Puritan Age (1600-1660)

Jacobean period, Caroline period or Miltonic
Age was of naturalizing. Renaissance spirit was
totally rejected. There was change in spirit.
Observation took its place and systematic analysis
of facts came into birth for the liberty of
mankind from tyrants. All these newly born facts
were to teach the morality of religion. There are
some famous poets of Puritan age like; Milton
(1608-1674)  Donne (1537-1631) Herbert
(1593-1633). On the other side drama had no
progress but sentiments took place of character.
Prose writers of this age are John Fletcher, John
Ford, Marrton and Webster.

Fifth Period (5)
The Restoration Period (1660-1700)

In 1660 Charles ascended to the throne and
restored monarchy. This age was repudiation of
the puritan ideals. Charles II and his followers led

gay life. So they introduced that type of foppery
and looseness in England. They threw off the
ideas of Renaissance as well as Puritan. It is also
called age of Dryden. First the writers used
realism, unsuccessfully and then tendency to
preciseness, d irectness and simpl ic i ty  of
expression had been exaggerated. They imitated
French writers, especially their vices. Dryden
(1631-1700) wrote heroic couplet Poetry. Dryden
was called master of all. He had fame in poetry
prose and drama. His famous poems are "The
Meda l"  and  "The  Fable" .  Age of  Pope
(1700-1744). Pope made a place in classical
Poetry. Johnson (1744-1784) he filled the period
between Classical and Romantic age. 

Sixth Period (6)
The Eighteenth Century Literature
Or The Classical Age

It is the Augustan age, Age of Good Sense,
Age of Reason and Age of Reason and Prose.
The Classical Age is divided into three Periods.
Age of Dryden,  Age of pope and Age of

Dr.Johnson.
Age of Dryden is also dealt with "Restoration

Period". It is called Classical age because of these
reasons. First reason is that writers applied the
works of great Greek. Second cause is the Roman
writers like Homer and Virjil. It was tried to
imitation of the ancient writers.

It is called Age of Reason or Age of Good
Sense because people thought that they could
stand on their own legs and be guided in the
conduct of their affairs by the light of their own
reason also.

A beginning, origin and development of the
novel took place. Richardson. Fielding and
Smollett were the novelists of this age. This age
was defiant in drama because old Puritanic
Prejudice against theatre was continued. "Age of
Pope" laid Classical rules and principles.

Seventh Period (7)
The Romantic Age (1798-1824)

The Romantic Period was most fruitful
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period. It revolted against Classicism. There are
the names of some poets of this period,
Wordsworth. Coleridge, Byron, P.B Shelley and
Keats. Wordsworth and Coleridge, were famous
by the publication of lyrical Ballads. The difficult
l anguage  w as  re j e c t ed  and  Nat u re  was
appreciated. In this Romantic age, poetry became
spontaneous overflow of passions. Wordsworth
described Nature in his writing. Coleridge
expressed imagination of supernatural elements.
Keats had passionate love for the visible world.

Prose writers of the Romantic age were Lamb
and Hazlitt. In this age no revolution appeared in
18th century's novels. There was change in their
styles. Writers made concern with emotion and
the great novelists of Romantic age are Auston &
Scolt.

Eighth Period (8)
The Victorian Age (1832-1900)

The Victorian age was corresponded with the
decline of Romanticism in 1820 after early death
of Keats and Shelley. Victorian period started
with Tennyson's who was the first poet of this
age and his important volume of poems was
published in 1832. Then Carlyle wrote "Sartor
Resartus". Then Thachery's literary period started
in 1937. This complicated and so long period is
divided into two periods.

Early  Victorian Period and later
Victorian Period 
Early Victorian Phase 

Writers of early period are Tennyson.
Browning. Mathew Arnold. Carlyle, Ruskin,
Dickens and Thackery. Tennyson was the
representative poet of this age. His poetry was
record of intellectual and spiritual life of the time.
His work showed the conflict and doubts
between science and religion. He was impressed
by Darwan's theory of evolution. He wrote book
"Lockslay Hall" in 1842.

Robert Browning is also famous as Tennyson
but he deals with rough and ugly subjects and
aims to show that truth lies hidden in both the

evil and the good. Mathew Arnold is poet of
Neo-Classical Ideal. It has wonderful charm.

Novels of this period took shapes of
se rmons ,  and  po l i t i c a l  P amp h l e t s  and
Philosophical touch but poems were written in
prose and their subject was industrial revolution
and mass poverty. Charles Dickens was famous
novelist of early period. He wrote "Pickwick
Papers" Then Thackeray wrote a book "Vanity
Fair" There was also progress in the field of
prose. Carlyle was representative prose writer. His
book was "Past and Present" His sty le is
reflection of his personality.
Later Victorian Phase

A movement started  in i t  and i t  was
something  l ike a  new Romant ic  Revival
Movement. They were interested in beauty. It was
followed by aesthetic sense. Famous poets of this
period were Morris and Ressetti.

They were not interested in the movement of
thought but interested in beauty, in diction, in
rhythm, and in imagery. Aesthetic Movement
called "Art for Art's sake." Oscar Wilde and
Thomas Hardy were famous writers. He wrote
epic. "New Hellen" He was a novelist but also a
poet and was famous as Wordsworth. But
sometimes they expressed pessimistic philosophy.
Novelists of this period wrote modern novels
psychological writing and they were followed by
Hardy. A lady novelist George Eliot wrote
"Adam Bede" and "Mill on the Floss." She was a
moralizer; Prose writers of later Victorian Age
were Walter Peter and New Man. They wrote
"Apologie" and "The History of Renaissance".
 
Nineth Period (9)
(Present Modern Age)
Modern Literature (1900-1961)
1. Modern literature. started with 20th century.

Some important characteristics of Modern
Literature. It is opposed to the general
attitude to life and its problems adopted by
the Victorian Age as hypocritical and its ideal
meanings. This age is the age of machine,
which is dominated by modern life and has
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its disadvantage. There is no common ground
on which they and their readers meet. This
period is of tension and is difficult to
evaluate.

2. Modern PoetryT.S. Eliot gives importance to
tradition. His poem "Waste land" is very
characteristic. Robert Bridge (1840-1930)
c a r r i e s  o f  t he  t r ad i t i o n  of  Mi l ton ,
Wordsworth and Tennyson. "Testament of
beauty is based upon metrical innovations.
Hopkins was the friend of Robert Bridge. He
had faith in God, and was highly sensuous or
temperament.

3. Houseman Poets. Of first quarter of 20th
century, Georgian 1911-1936) was imitators
of past. Walter Dela Mare, Lawrence and
Davis French poets were (1914), Owen,
Yeasts, T.S Elliot. After T.S Elliot Auden and
Lewis wrote poetry.

4. Modern Drama. George Bernard Shaw
(1856-1950) wrote ""Androcles and the Lion.
"Mrs. Warren's Profession" and Pygmalion.
Gal's worthy (1857-1933) wrote "Strife"
"Justice". Lady Gregory wrote "Rising of The
Moon". W.B. Yeast wrote about 30 plays.
The Countless Cathleen in 1892, or poetic
drama. Yeats wrote in reaction of Barnard
Shaw. An lrish Dramatist wrote a drama
named "The Silver Box". W.H.Auden also
wrote verse and prose plays. Historical plays
like dramtist Clifford Bax "Socrates 1930".

5. Novels. Most popular literary medium in
modern times. Henery Jane wrote "The
Europeans" Forster wrote "A Passage to
India". Lawrence wrote "The white Peacock"
(1911) H.E. Bates wrote "A House of
Woman."
Outside England there has been constant

Progress in many countries such as in America.
After that we find a lot of promising writers

in America. Their works have been applauded
and considered throughout the world.

 

Selected Quotation & Verses
From English Literature 

Literature & Art
Oscar Wilde:-
1. Literature anticipates life, it does not copy it

but moulds it to its purpose. 
2. When man acts he is a puppet, when he

describes, he is a poet.
Emerson:-

All art is an expression of life in forms of
truth and beauty.

It will never make any difference to a hero,
what the laws are? His greatness will shine and
accomplish itself unto the end whether they
second him or not.
Goethe:-

Art is a step taken by nature towards eternity.
Horace:-

Poets were the first teachers of mankind. 
Mountaign:-

Literature must voice the past, reflect the
present and mould the future.

Poetry
Joper Myne: -

Poets and kings are not born every day.
John Keats: -

A poet is the most unpoetical of anything in
existence, because he has no identity. He is
continuously filling some other body.

If poetry comes not as naturally as leaves to a
tree, it had better not come at all.
Walter Pater: -

The office of a poet is not that of a moralist.
Oredr, precision and directness are the

cardinal merits of prose and it is more than
merely legitimate that they should form the
criterion of prose style.
Aristotle: -

Poetry is finer and more philosophical than
history, for poetry expresses the universal and
history only the particulars 
Virgil: -

Poetry is as charming to our ears as sleep to
the weary.
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Prose
Schoper Haver: -

Style is the physiognomy of the soul.
The business of a novelist is not to relate

great events but to make small ones interesting.
S.T.Colesidge: -

Prose: The words in their best order; poetry
the best words in their best order.

Novels: Novels are to love as fairy tales to
dream.

Play/Drama
Danatus: -

Comedy is a story of different habits and
customs of various public and private affairs from
which one may learn what is to use in to life and
what must be avoided.
Mari Dith: -

Comedy is the fountain of sound sense.
Lord Chester Field: -

Tragedy must be something bigger than life
or it would not affect us. In nature the most
violent passions are silent. In tragedy they must
speak and speak with too.
Dryden: -

A play ought to be just and lively image of
human nature representing its passions and
humorous and the changes of fortune to which it
is the subject for the delight and instructions of
mankind.

Criticism 
Javenail: -

It is easy to condemn with a laugh.
Josper Jobert: -

Al l  s e r i o u s  w o rk  i n  f i c t i on  i s  t he
autobiographical. 
Conrand: -

My task, which I am trying to achieve by the
power of written words, is to make you hear, to
make you see that no less and no more and it is
everything.
J.R.Gonel: -

A wise specticism is the first attribute of a
good critic.

Edmund Parker: -
The critical taste does not depend upon a

superior principle in men but upon superior
knowledge.
William Gardner: -

The torch rather than sceptre should by my
symbol for the critic. Lucidation, illuminations are
the critic's primary task as I conceive it.
Words Worth: -

Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of
thoughts.
Mr. Peacock: -

Think clearly, say plainly what you have
c l e a r l y  co nce i v ed  a nd  g ood  s t y l e  w i l l
automatically result.

Some Remarkable Poetic Expressions
For Reference 

Sir Philip Sidney
* Who will in fairest book of nature know

.How virtue may best lodged in beauty be,
John Donne
* Busie old foole, Unruly Sunne,

Why do thou thus,
Through windows, and through curtains call
on us?
Must to thy motions lover's seasons run?

* Sawcy pedantique wretch, goe chide,
late school boys and sowre prentices, 
Goe tell court-huntsmen that the king will
ride.
Call country ants to harvest offices:
Love, all alike no season knows, nor clyme,
Nor hours, days, months, which are the rags
of time".

George Wither
* Shall I, wasting in despair,

Die because a woman's fair,
Or make pale my cheeks with care 
Cause another's rosy are?
Be she fairer than the day,
Or the flowery meads in May,
If she think not well of me,
What care I how fair she be?

* Should my heart be grieved or pained 
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Cause I see a woman Kind?
Or a well-disposed nature,
 joined with a lovely feature?
Be she meeker, kinder than,
turtle, dove, or pelican, 
If she be not so to me 
What care I how kind she be?
Great or good, or kind or fair,
I shall never be more despair,
If she love me, this believe, 
I will die era she shall grieve; 
If she slight me when I woe,
I can scorn and let her go;
For if she be not for me,
What care I for whom she be?

Lady Mary Wroath
* Love, what art thou? Light, and fair,

Fresh as morning, clear as the air,
But too soon thy evening change 
Makes thy worth with coldness range,

* Love, what art thou? A sacred flower,
Once full bloom, dead in an hour,
Dust in wind as staid remains,
As thy pleasure, or our gains,
If thy humor change to lour.

* Love, what art thou? Childish, vain,
Firm as bubbles made by rain;

S.T.Coleridge
* All thoughts, all passions, all delights,

Whatever stirs this mortal frame,
All are but ministers of love,
And feed his sacred flame.

Ed Ward Fitzgerald
* A book of verses under neath the bough

A jug of wine, a loaf of bread, and thou 
Beside me singing in the wilderness
Oh, wilderness were Paradise enow!

W.B.Yeats
* When you are old and full of sleep

And, nodding by the fire, wake down of the
soft 
Look,
And slowly read, and dream of the soft look,
Your eyes had once, and of their shadows
deep;

C.W.Whnne
* And what is love? Hath ever man defind?

So small a word, and yet so wonderful!
The sweetest of the mysteries enshrined.
Within temple of the human soul.

Rupert Brooke
* I have been so great a lover filled my days.

So proudly with the splendour of love's
praise,
The pain, the calm and the astonishment,
Desire illimitable, and still content.

Thomas Cocpion
* There is a garden in her lace 

Where roses and white lilies blow:
A heavenly paradise is that place,
Where in all pleasant fruits do flow;

* Her eyes like angels watch them still;
Her brows like bended bows to stand,

William Shakespeare
* Let me not to the marriage of true minds 

Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alternation finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove 
O' no it is an ever fixed mark.
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wandering bark,
Whose worth unknown, altho his hight be
taken.

* Lover's not time's fool, though rosy lips and
cheeks 
Within his bending sickle's compass come;
Love alters not with his brief hours and
weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom 
If this be error, and upon me proved,
I never writ, not no man ever loved.

Lord byron
* There is pleasure in the pathless woods.

There is rapture on the lonely shore.
William Wordsworth 

* Up! Up! My friends, and pit your books;
Or surely you'll grow double;
Up! Up! Why all this toil and trouble?

* Enough of science and of Arts;
Close up those barren leaves;
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Come forth, and bring with you a heart
That watches and receives.

Jala-ud-Din Rumi
* Can I explain the friend to one;

For Whom, he is no friend;
When a mother cries to her sucking 
Babe; "come O son".

(John Keats)
* Thou still unvarnished bride of quietness;

Thou foster-child of silence and slow time,
Sylvan historian, who cans't east thus express 
A flowery tale more sweetly than our shymes;

Alexander Pope
* A heavenly image in the glass appears;

To that she bends, to that her eyes she rears,
The inferior priestess, at her alter's side,
Trembling being the sacred rites of pride.

Ben Jonson
* Still to be neat, still to be drest,

As you were going to a feast;
Still to be powder'd still perfum'd;
Lady, it is to be presumed,
Though art's hid cause are not found 
All is not sweet, all is not sound.

Plato 
* Thou wert the morning star among the living 

Ere thy fair light had fled.
Now having died thou art as Hesperus;
Giving 
New splendor to the dead

* Before you left for your heavenly abode,
You were the morning star among the living 
Now, after your death, you are the evening 
Star, shedding new luster to the dead.

P.B. Shelley
* Music, when soft voices die,

Vibrates in the memory.
Odours when sweet violets sicken 
Live within the sense they quicken.

* Rose eaves, when the rose is dead, 
Are heaped for the beloved's bed;
And so thy thoughts, when thou art gone.
Love itself shall slumber on.

* I weep for Adonais. He is dead;
O, weep for Adonais, Though our tears

Thaw not the frost which binds so dear a
head 
And thou, sad hours, selected from all years.

* Woe is me!
Whence are we? And why are we? 
of what scene 
The Actors or spectators?

Wordsworth
*  "A foretaste, A dim earnest of the calm

That nature breathes among the hills 
And groves.

* Fair seed time had my soul and I grew up 
Fostered alike by beauty and by fear.

* Unfading recollections! At this hour
The heart is almost mine which l felt 

* I heard among the solitary hills
Low breathings coming after me, and sound,
Of undistinguishable motion.

* Five years have past, five summers with the
length
Of five long winters! And again hear
These waters rolling from their mountain
springs. 
With a soft hiland murmurs, once again
Shelley 

* He is made on one with nature there is heard
His voice in all her music form the moan
Of thunder, to the song of night's sweet bird,

* O' wild west wind thou breath of autumn's
being
Thou, from whose unseen presence the
leaves dead
Are driven, like ghosts from and enchanter
fleeing 
Yellow, & Black, & Pale & Hectic red. 

* If I were a dead leaf thou mightest bear;
If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee.

(John Keats)
* Beauty is truth, truth beauty; that is all

Ye know on earth and all ye need know.
William Blake
* The sun does arise;

And make happy the skies;
The merry-bells ring 
To welcome the spring 
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The skylark and thrush,
The birds of the bush,
Sing louder around
To the bell's cheerful sound,
While our sports shall be seen 
On the echoing green.

* Old John, with white hair,
Does laugh with away care,
Sitting under the oak,
Among the old folk,
They laugh at our play,
And soon they all say;
Such, such were the joys,
When we all, girls and boys,
In our youth time were seen,
On, the echoing green

* All the night in woe
Layca's parents go
Over valleys deep.
While the deserts weep.

* On this head a crown;
On his shoulders down
Flowed his golden hair 
Gone was all their care 

William Wordsworth
* No fountain from its rocky cave 

E'er triped with foot so free,
She seemed as happy as a wave 
That dances on the sea.

* There came from me a sigh of pain 
Which I could ill confine;
I looked at her, and looked again;
And didn't wish her mine!

* O, Blithe new comer I have heard,
I hear thee & Rejoice,
O cuckoo shall I call thee bird,
Or but a wandering voice?

How to answer?
Any Question?
Successfully??

Note: There are only three basic parts of every
book or piece of writing

(1) Themes
1. Give the substance of the poem.(Novel, play,

short story etc)?
2. What are the central ideas & main theme of

the poem (Novel, Play etc)?
3. what are the leading images in the poem

(Novel, Play etc)?
4. which lessons does the writer (poet) want to

teach us through this poem (Novel, Play,
etc)?

5. Do you find only ideas of idealization in the
said poem. (Play, Novel, etc)?

6. Discuss the morals of the slary, (Novel,
Poem, Play, etc)?

7. How can you point out the motif of the
writer (Poet) in the poem (play, Novel, Poem,
etc)?

8. Discuss the aims, Purpose, Proposals,
recommendation in the poem (Play, Novel,
etc)?

(2) Style
1. Point out the style of the poet as well as the

poem?
2. which techniques has the poet (writer) used

in the poem (Drama, Play etc)?
3. How does the poet show his  art ist ic

Skillfulness, Mastery, Grip, Control, Tallent,
Through this poem,(Novel, Play, Drama etc)?

4. the poem (Novel, Play, Drama etc) is a
master piece of the poet (writer) discuss ?

5. Do you find any Satire, Irony, Humour,
Horror, Amusement, Philosophical tume etc
in this poem (Novel, Play, Drama etc)?

(3)Summary
1. Give the summary of the poem (Novel,

Essay, Drama etc)?
2. Draw a brief Sketch, Layout, Contrast, of the

poem (Novel, Essay, Drama etc)?
3. Write note on the characters.

Combine Question
1. Write down the critical appreciation of the

poem (Novel, Essay, Drama etc)
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S C I E N C E ,  I D E O L O G Y  A N D
LITERATURE are closely related to each other
and quite influential over each other.

Science is a system of knowledge that is
concerned with the physical world and its
phen om ena  an d  t ha t  en t a i l s  un b i a s ed
observations and systematic experimentation. In
general, science involves a pursuit of knowledge
covering general truths or the operations of
fundamental laws. The sphere of the scientist is
on entirely unpeopled by hope, dreams, longings,
impulses instincts and other constituents of the
human mind. 

Ideology is a form of social or political
philosophy in which practical elements are as
prominent as theoretical ones. It is a system of
ideas that aspires both to explain the world and to
change it. Ideology has a close link among
history, philosophy, politics, and international
affairs.

Science 
Science, systematic study of anything that can

be examined, tested, and verified. The word
science is derived from the Latin word scire,
meaning "to know." From its early beginnings,
science has developed into one of the greatest
and most influential fields of human endeavor.
Today different branches of science investigate
almost everything that can be observed or
detected, and science as a whole shapes the way
we understand the universe, our planet, ourselves,
and other living things. 

Science develops through objective analysis,
instead of through personal belief. Knowledge
gained in science accumulates as time goes by,
building on work performed earlier. Scientists
utilize existing knowledge in new scientific
investigations to predict how things will behave.
In science, important advances can also be made
when current ideas are shown to be wrong.
Scientific knowledge constantly adds to and

refines the existing ideas. As a result, science gives
us an ever more detailed insight into the way the
world works around us.

The importance of Science
Today, science has a profound effect on the

way we live. All the fields of science play
important role in the things we use or consume
every day. Industrialization, the product of
science, has played a revolutionary role in our
present day life. Research in food technology has
created new ways of preserving and flavoring
what we eat. Research in industrial chemistry has
created a vast  range of plastics and other
synthetic materials, which have thousands of uses
in the home and in industry. Synthetic materials
are easily formed into complex shapes and can be
used to make machine, electrical, and automotive
parts, scientific and industrial instruments,
decorative objects, containers, and many other
items. 

Alongside these achievements, science has
also brought about technology that helps save
human life. The kidney dialysis machine enables
many people to survive kidney diseases that
would once have proved fatal, and artificial valves
allow sufferers of coronary heart disease to return
to act ive l iv ing.  Biochemical  research is
responsible for the antibiotics and vaccinations
that protect us from infectious diseases, and for a
wide range of other drugs used to combat specific
health problems. As a result, the majority of
people on the planet now live longer and
healthier lives than ever before.

The harms of science
However, scientific discoveries can also have

a negative impact in human affairs. Over the last
hundred years, some of the technological
advances that make life easier or more enjoyable
have proved to have unwanted and often
unexpected long-term effects. Industrial and
agricu ltura l chemicals pol lute the global
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environment, even in places as remote as
Antarctica, and city air is contaminated by toxic
gases from vehicle exhausts. 

Science has also been used to develop
technology that raises complex ethical questions.
This is particularly true in the fields of biology
and medicine. Research involving genetic
engineering, cloning, and in vitro fertilization
gives scientists the unprecedented power to bring
about new life, or to devise new forms of living
things. At the other extreme, science can also
generate technology that is deliberately designed
to harm or to kill. The fruits of this research
include chemical and biological warfare, and also
nuclear weapons, by far the most destructive
weapons that the world has ever known.

Social Sciences
The social sciences explore human society

past and present, and the way human beings
behave .  They  inc lude  soc io logy ,  which
investigates the way society is structured and how
it functions, as well as psychology, which is the
study of individual behavior and the mind. Social
psychology draws on research in both these
fields. It examines the way society influences
people's behavior and attitudes.

Another social science, anthropology, looks
at humans as a species and examines all the
characteristics that make us what we are. These
include not only how people relate to each other
but also how they interact with the world around
them, both now and in the past. This kind of
research helps to identify characteristics that all
human beings share and those that are the
products of local culture, learned and handed on
from generation to generation. The social
sciences also include political science, law, and
economics, which are products of human society. 

The Rise of Rationalism
The peoples of Mesopotamia and ancient

Egypt recorded knowledge mainly for practical
needs and the astronomical observations enabled
the development of early calendars, which helped
in organizing the farming year. In ancient Greece

a new kind  of  sc ient i f ic  enquiry  began.
Philosophers sought knowledge largely for its
own sake.

Thales of Miletus was one of the first Greek
philosophers to seek natural causes for natural
phenomena. He traveled widely throughout
Egypt and the Middle East and became famous
for predicting a solar eclipse that occurred in 585
BC. At a time when people regarded eclipses as
ominous, inexplicable, and frightening events, his
prediction marked the start of rationalism. The
Greek philosopher Leucippus and his student
Democritus of Abdera proposed that all matter is
made up of indivisible atoms, more than 2,000
years before this idea has become a part of
modern sc ience. Rat ionalism remains the
hallmark of science to this day.

Chinese and Islamic Science
European philosophers became preoccupied

wi th a l chemy,  a  sec re t ive  and  myst i ca l
pseudoscience that held out the illusory promise
of turning inferior metals into gold. So they made
little contribution to the scientific thought. But
the Chinese and the Arab world, made much
more significant progress in the sciences was
made.

The Chinese excelled at turning scientific
discoveries to practical ends, their technological
achievements were dazzling. The Chinese were
also capable mathematicians and excellent
astronomers. 

The Islamic world, which in medieval times
extended as far west as Spain, also produced
many scientific breakthroughs. The Arab
mathematic ian Muhammad al -Khwar izmi
introduced Hindu-Arabic numerals to Europe.
Al-Khwarizmi also wrote on algebra and his name
survives in the word algorithm, a concept of great
importance in modern computing.

In astronomy, Arab observers charted the
heavens, giving many of the brightest stars the
names we use today. Arab scientists also explored
chemistry, developing methods to manufacture
metallic alloys and test the quality and purity of
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metals. Arab chemists left their mark in some of
the names they used-alkali and alchemy, for
example, are both words of Arabic origin. Arab
scientists also played a part in developing physics.
One of the most famous Egyptian physicists,
Alhazen, published a book that dealt with the
principles of lenses, mirrors, and other devices
used in optics.

Modern Sciences
In the 20th century, scientists achieved

spectacular advances in the fields of genetics,
medicine, social sciences, technology, and
physics.

At the beginning of the 20th century, the life
sciences entered a period of rapid progress. The
discovery of DNA brought revolutionary changes
in the field of genetics. In the fields of medicine,
the diagnosis of disease has been revolutionized
by the use of new imaging techniques, including
magnetic resonance imaging and computed
tomography. Scientists were also on the verge of
success in curing some diseases using gene
therapy, in which the insertion of normal or
genetically altered genes into a patient's cells
replaces nonfunctional or missing genes.

Improved drugs and new tools have made
surgical operations that were once considered
impossible now routine. For instance, drugs that
suppress the  immune system enable  the
transplant of organs or tissues with a reduced risk
of rejection.

In the field of communications, Italian
electrical engineer Guglielmo Marconi sent his
first radio signal across the Atlantic Ocean in
1901. American inventor Lee De Forest invented
the triode, or vacuum tube, in 1906. The triode
eventually became a key component in nearly all
early radio, radar, television, and computer
systems. Miniaturization with the help of
transistor in 1971, led the way to the first
microprocessor-a computer on a chip. When
combined with other specialized chips, the
microprocessor becomes the central arithmetic
and logic unit of a computer smaller in size.

All these modernization has changed the
reflection of life that has ever been portrayed in
the contemporary literature with enlightened
critical comments. 

Literature and science 
The progress of the world depends on

science. We can not live without science. It
concerns itself with the positive knowledge. The
Scientific approach and temper liberates man as it
solves the problems of the life. The more we
understand nature and the less we trust in
supernatural cues. Sowing and reaping, the food
we ate, the clothes we wore and our social
relations were all once under the control of
religion. Science gives the outlook which totally
discards the bias and prejudice. 

On the other hand l iterary act ivi ty is
concerned with the idiosyncrasies whims and the
caprices of mind. Moreover it is directly related to
the human emotions passions and sentiments.
The methods of the science and the methods of
the arts are two poles apart. The logical analysis
of the carefully observed facts and reasoning is
based on scientific approach. The characteristics
of the scientific method demands an attitude
dissociated of all emotions. Scientific imagination
is different from those of the aesthetic. The
sphere of the scientist is on entirely unpeopled by
hope, dreams, longings, impulses instincts and
other constituents of the human mind. 

According to Blake science represents the
analytical investigation as different as nature
herself, to the life of the creative imagination of
good taste and design of emotional pleasure and
beauty. 

In the sixteenth, in England Francis Bacon
have a mind very close to creative writers. He
understood that science would in the future be
based on the new experimental method of
investigation of nature and through that method
man would increase its power. But Bacon actually
did not appreciate much that had been achieved
by the science of his own time. (... to be continued)
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The everyday buzz word of the news 'waters 
conflict' is not the only but one of the many
major issues that needs a stable settlement. Aman
Ki Asha or another project will die or fade away
with time if the water shortage rises and when it
will, will bring a rage with itself.

The term 'resource war' in the 1980s was used
as a metaphor to explain the tension between
United States of America and Soviet Union over
the control of resources and the Prussian military
theorist von Clausewitz stated that  " the term is
generally understood as the continuation of
resource policies through the use of military force
".The American invasion on Iraq and the control
over African resources has been defined by T
.Klare as " the resource War " and in this
millennium he has coined this term for all the
rising conflicts over " scarce resources " .The
Indo-Pak water rivalry is on the control over
Indus river basin by India , the five rivers Jhelum,
Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej originate in India
and later join the Indus in Pakistan and the term
"Rivalry" the term has been employed due to its
historical core meaning as the word "rival" comes
from Latin " rivalis " -one using the same stream
as another.

Water is the scarce source in the region due
to the climatic changes and region is known as
the India's breadbasket as well as the depletion is
adversely affecting the Pakistani farmers . It is a
significant source of agriculture and hence
contributes towards a country's economy. If the
War between Indo-Pak escalates it might lead to a
nuclear threat as water is ' liquid gold ' ( James
Phelean ) for the region , so an effective measure
to bring out a resolution between rivalries by
inspecting the causes is the need of the time .

"If first signs of trouble are perceived , it is
easy to find a solution ; but if one lets trouble
develop , the medicine will be too late , because
the malady will have become incurable " .______(
Machiavelli 1988 : 11 )

In the journal Nature a study has raised
concern that the issue of water resources could
make India's already - fraught relationship with
Pakistan even worse . Tha NASA study shows
that aquifers in north - western India , bordering
Pakistan , are being depleted at a much greater
rate than they're being replenished . Potentially if
India's using a lot of water and drawing down the
water table and it affects Pakistan , that could
irritate the tensions that are already there ( Matt
Rodell Nasa Hydrologist ) .India has built an
enormous hydro dam on the Chennai River .
Now Pakistan claims that this has drastically
reduced the flow of the river and Pakistani
farmers are saying that this also depleted the
surrounding groundwater ( SANDY GORDON )
. James Phelean in his book " Liquid Gold "
indirectly asserts that as India has occupied
Kashmir so the water tap is in their hands and if
thaey want they can resolve the matter .

Matt  Rodel l  ,  argues that the Ind ian
Government should actively try to prevent
conflict from arising by encouraging farmers to
change their practices as Rice is one of the major
crops in this region and rice requires a huge
amount of water to grow and they can try to
implement more efficient irrigation techniques .
The investigation of The American National
Intelligence Council shapes the policy plan for
the future and ( NIG ) released a new report
outlining the global strategic trends that states "
Perceptions of energy scarcity will drive countries
to take actions to assure their future access to
energy supplies . In the worst case , this could
result in interstate conflicts " .

With all this knowledge it is high need that
we equip ourselves with civility of using water
resource . In a round table conference of natural
resource development at National defence
University Islamabad , The policy students who
actively participated nominated policies as a
preventive measure which needs immediate
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attention by all .
The  su gge s t ed  r e forms were  Po l i cy

recommendation ; " Institutional Structure and
functioning of the Management Body , Utility
Reform , Water Resource regulation , and River
Basin Planning " .

Policy Reccommendation :
1. Pakistan should include in it's current agenda

the importance and the sensitivity of Indus
Basin issue that is needed to be revisited .
Absence of this point in the National
Development Plan's sect oral issue that the
emphasis should be on regional water
development and security and availability
concerns should be guarded .

2. Legal action plan should be taken up with
immediate effect to tackle the issues of
mismanagement , corruption , and pollution
in the water sector .

3. Inter - provincial trust deficit should be
recovered by investing in the technological
deve lopment  of  '  t e l emet r i c  sy s t em
automation ' of water distribution as well as
by altering the management body .

4. Trust gaps should be filled up that is causing
us to be be inefficient in building dams
through proper channeling and political talks
as well as the Local user benefit should be
pprioritized .

5. F lood  management  ,  Mode rn  As se t
M an a g e m e n t  P l a n  (  f o r  t he  m a jo r
infrastructure ; 'build - neglect - rebuild ' )
and " Sustainable Infrastructure Action Plan "
to be adopted to strengthen the Institution .
This policy initiative was concluded to be
referred as institutional building that will
include check and balances mechanism to
counte r  co rrup t ion  and  d ec i s i ons  ,
el iminat ion of in competencies ,  and
inst i tu t ional  cooperat ion as  they  are
interlinked .

6. Resource allocation and inviting the public
and private sector to become rapid stake
holders and contribute for the developmental

projects .
7. Water Pollution through regulation should be

countered .
8. Govt . and Organized User Body formulation

to bring water withdrawals into balance with
recharge , a regulation act over pumps and
their plantation in a specific area .

9. Innovation and research should be promoted
for the water recycling methodology and
alternate mechanism of irrigation and power
generation studies should be rigoured .

10. Pol i t ical  integrat ion that wil l  lead to
sustainability and efficient progress over
projects .

11. Awareness Campaign ; that is suggestive of
media participation and promotion of civic
sense as wel l  indicates Bottom - up -
Approach formula .
All reforms are not desirable , so pick the low

hanging fruit first . Public support will only build
if there are visible , tangible results from the
changes that are advocated - the key is ' SHOW
ME ' and only it'll work effectively .



Spring
by: Tuba Azeem

Spring is the season of joys

Making happy both girls and boys

Flower blooming and birds chirping

Parks full of crowds walking and talking

The sun shining and worth enjoying

Stars twinkling at night

Looking very beautiful and bright

Fragrant breeze is blowing

Children wonderfully clothing

Dreaming like fairies flying like swinging

Spring is the king of seasons

Summer and winter having no reasons.
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Discourse Analysis: Slang Theory
Very casual speech or writing: words,

expressions, and usages that are casual, vivid,
racy, or playful replacements for standard ones,
are often short-lived, and are usually considered
unsuitable for formal contexts.

Language of an exclusive group: a form of
language used by a particular group of people,
often deliberately created and used to exclude
people outside the group.

Slang is a word that came from surfers' slang.
Slang, informal, nonstandard words and phrases,
generally shorter lived than the expressions of
ordinary colloquial speech, and typically formed
by creative, often witty juxtapositions of words or
images. Slang can be contrasted with jargon
(technical language of occupational or other
groups) and with argot or cant (secret vocabulary
of underworld groups), but the borderlines
separating these categories from slang are greatly
blurred, and some writers use the terms cant,
argot, and jargon in a general way to include all
the foregoing meanings. See also Jargon;
Language.

ORIGINS 
Slang tends to originate in subcultures within

a society. Occupational groups (for example,
loggers, police, medical professionals, and
computer specialists) are prominent originators of
both jargon and slang; other groups creating slang
include the armed forces, teenagers, racial
minorities,  ghetto residents, labor unions,
citizens-band radio broadcasters, sports groups,
drug addicts, criminals, and even religious
denominations (Episcopalians, for example,
produced spike, a High Church Anglican). Slang

expressions often embody attitudes and values of
group members. They may thus contribute to a
sense of group identity and may convey to the
l is tener information about  the speaker 's
background. Before an apt expression becomes
slang, however, it must be widely adopted by
members of the subculture. At this point slang
and jargon overlap greatly. If the subculture has
enough contact with the mainstream culture, its
figures of speech become slang expressions
known to the whole society. For example, cat (a
sport), cool (aloof, stylish), Mr. Charley (a white
man), The Man (the law), and Uncle Tom (a
meek black) all originated in the predominantly
black Harlem district of New York City and have
traveled far since their inception. Slang is thus
generally not tied to any geographic region within
a country.

A slang expression may suddenly become
widely used and as quickly dated (23-skiddoo). It
may become accepted as standard speech, either
in its original slang meaning (bus, from omnibus)
or with an altered, possibly tamed meaning (jazz,
which originally had sexual connotations). Some
expressions have persisted for centuries as slang
(booze for alcoholic beverage). In the 20th
century, mass media and rapid travel have
speeded up both the circulation and the demise
of slang terms. Television and novels have turned
criminal cant into slang (five grand for $5,000).
Changing social circumstances may stimulate the
spread of slang. Drug-related expressions (such as
pot for marijuana) were virtually a secret jargon in
the 1940s; in the 1960s they were adopted by
rebellious youth; and in the 1970s and '80s they
were widely known.
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USES 
In some cases slang may provide a needed

name for an object or action (walkie-talkie, a
portable two-way radio; tailgating, driving too
close behind another vehicle), or it may offer an
emotional outlet (buzz off! for go away!) or a
satirical or patronizing reference (smokey, state
highway trooper). It may provide euphemisms
(john, head, can, and in Britain, loo, all for toilet,
itself originally a euphemism), and it may allow its
user to create a shock effect by using a pungent
slang expression in an unexpected context. Slang
has provided myriad synonyms for parts of the
body (bean, head; schnozzle, nose), for money
(moola, bread, scratch), for food (grub, slop,
garbage), and for drunkenness (soused, stewed,
plastered).

FORMATION 
Slang expressions are created by the same

proces se s  tha t  a f fe c t  or d ina ry  speech.
Expressions may take form as metaphors, similes,
and other figures of speech (dead as a doornail).
Words may acquire new meanings (cool, cat). A
narrow meaning may become generalized (fink,
originally a strikebreaker, later a betrayer or
disappointer) or vice-versa (heap, a run-down
car). Words may be clipped, or abbreviated (mike,
microphone), and acronyms may gain currency
(VIP, AWOL, snafu). A foreign suffix may be
added (the Yiddish and Russian -nik in beatnik)
and foreign words adopted (baloney, from
Bologna). A change in meaning may make a
vulgar word acceptable (jazz) or an acceptable
word vulgar (raspberry, a sound imitating flatus;
from raspberry tart in the rhyming slang of
Australia and Cockney London; (see Jargon).
Sometimes words are newly coined (oomph, sex
appeal, and later, energy or impact).

POSITION IN THE LANGUAGE 
Slang is one of the vehicles through which

languages change and become renewed, and its
vigor and color enrich daily speech. Although it
has gained respectability in the 20th century, in
the past it was often loudly condemned as vulgar.
Neverthe less ,  Shakespeare  brought  into
acceptable usage such slang terms as hubbub, to
bump, and to dwindle, and 20th-century writers
have used slang brilliantly to convey character
and ambience. Slang appears at all times and in all
languages. A person's head was kapala (dish) in
Sanskrit, testa (pot) in Latin; testa later became
the standard Latin word for head. Among
Western languages, English, French, Spanish,
Italian, German, Yiddish, Romanian, and Romani
(Gypsy) are particularly rich in slang.

An Artist

There is a bond between all the arts and there is a
bond between all artists. An artist is a man born
with all the basic needs. But there is something in
his mind and heart which compels him to make
some creative activities. But an artist can continue
his efforts and activities only when society gives
him something in reward. An artist cannot sit
idle, that's why he goes on creating things
continuously, without creating things his life
remains incomplete. An artist, then, is some one,
whose life is incomplete and who is destined to
complete it by his art. Does this incompleteness
apply to society; does it apply to a town? The
artist needs his art, but does the town need the
artist? Why put the question? A town without art
is a dead town. A country aware of art is a living
country.

By: Aasher Zaman Butt
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"Science without religion is lame,
Religion without science is blind."
(Albert Einstein)

( Paul Davies, "God and the New Physics" Penguin
Books, 1983)

A building reminds you about its architect, a
meal about the cook, a book about its author, a
painting about the painter. An effect points out
to its cause, a machine to its manufacturer and a
design to its designer. Yet, there are people who
say, "The Universe became by itself". Atheists
openly say, there is no God. Agnostics say, if He
is there, where is He? However, even staunch
believers may sometimes wonder, "Is God really
there?" "What could He be like?"

Science in its search for "Reality" faces the
same dilemma: is the Universe an accident, or the
product of some objective reality? The order in
Universe points out to a definite grand design.
The chain of causality ends at the big bang, but
with the enigmatic query still far from resolution,
what was before the big bang? What was the
cause of the big bang? Why did it have to be?
What was before it? Who did it? 

The emergence of a grand order out of the
chaos in the Universe is also surrounded by
mystery. Science says that orderly structures and
complex activities that we see today have
somehow arisen from the featureless ferment of
the big bang. But this is in apparent defiance of
the second law of thermodynamics which
requires that left at its own, order will turn into
disorder with time, unless checked by an external
agency. Resolution of this paradox requires the
presence of an all-intelligent, ever active super
power. 

Then there is a host of irritating, so-far
unanswered questions, why are the laws of nature
as they are? Why does the Universe comprise of
the things that it does? Like everything within it,
will the Universe also end? What is beyond

physics? What is life? What is mind? Questions
such as these, and other similar ones trouble
every thinking human being. 

The renowned physicist Paul Davies said,
"No scientific pattern is more fundamental or more
daunting than those puzzles, how the Universe came into
being? Could this have happened without any supernatural
input?" In the answer to this question in the
preface of his book, he says, "It may seem bizarre,
but in my opinion science offers a surer path to God than
religion"

The search for ultimate reality doesn't lack
enthusiasm. Atheists, secularists and religious
people, all speak of some supernatural power, but
what is it? Believers call Him Allah, God, Ishwar,
Permatma. Agnostics have given Him the names
such as "the first cause", "infinity", "the omega
point" or "the grand singularity". Atheists appear
to be the most confused. To them, He is
delusion, the fundamental law of quantum
mechanics or simply nothing. All search for Him
in their own ways. 

Whatever it may be, there comes a point in
the search for reality where time and space lose
meaning, where the limits of physics snap, and
minds boggle. What is beyond that limit of
rational human understanding? At this stage an
argument starts. Believers say, "It is God". The
atheist abruptly jumps in, "I don't believe". The
agnostic points out in all earnest, "God might
have been necessary in the beginning to create
the Universe, but not after that He handed it over
to the laws of science. There is no role left for
Him now. Accept Him or reject, it makes no
difference". Then the debate starts over the
nature of God, "if He exists, where does He live?
What is He made of?" Is He al l  alone or
comprises a God Head like the chair person of
the board of directors of a corporation? Some
even object "if He is a just and loving God, why
is there so much misery in the world?"

If it is said, "He is up there", the questioning
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mind immediately asks, "on what planet...which
galaxy?" A Christian priest enters fray, "The
loving God, sent His own son to die for our
sins". "Could He not forgive the sins without
going through that trouble?" asks the Agnostic.
The discussion goes on, endlessly. These and
many more conundrums concern us deeply in the
understanding of our own reality. Indeed our
ethics and responsibilities in society depend upon
the answers to such fundamental questions.

A lot of the responsibility for this apparent
perplexity lies with the priestly classes who assert
themselves as mediators between the people and
their God. When a Christian priest tells his
audience that the Creator and controller of the
entire Universe had a son, born about 2000 years
ago to a jewish lady (peace be upon her) in
Palestine, whom He allowed to be crucified for
our sins, he makes a mockery of the concept of
infinite Being of God. And when a Muslim cleric
points out, "God is up there", sitting on the
throne called "arsh", he limits His omnipotency.
Under these circumstances if some people reject
such a God in their frustration, they could hardly
be exclusively blamed.

Nevertheless, for a thinking human being,
evidence in nature for the existence of the
Supreme Creator is all pervasive. The complex
structures and elaborate organization of the
universe, from the whirling galaxies to the heart
of the atom, seem to suggest answers to the
question, why are things the way they are? Why
the Universe at all, and why the set of laws?
Perhaps in asking these questions, we are trying
to say that reality is not separate from ourselves.
We are a subset of His superset. Just as a subset
cannot comprehend the superset, our brains are
not made to understand Him, but we feel His
presence every where through His creations. 

Science, which deals only with the physical
Universe, might successfully explain one thing in
terms of another but cannot comprehend the
Supreme Creator since there is nothing else like
Him. Science is predicated on observation. It is
fundamentally empirical in characteristic. Without

repeatable observat ion,  sc ience becomes
speechless. So let us acknowledge quietly, "All
praise for Allah, the Designer, Creator and
Sustainer of the worlds" . It is
only belief that can help us in the quest for Him.

Belief in God is important. Not for Him, but
for our own sake, because it makes a huge
difference to the meaning of our own lives. If He
is there, then He cannot be neglected. If you
cannot afford to neglect the boss of your
company, how could you get away from the
Creator of the Universes? If He is there, then He
also cannot be unconcerned about you. If you are
accountable to the rules of your company, how
can you take for granted the Controller of the
Universe? If you are accountable to Him, should
He not provide you with the criterion to judge
upon? 

The book in your hands aims to answer some
of the questions raised above that eventually leads
to exploring the puzzle of our own reality. In this
respect Holy Quran says:-

Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: "I
will create a vicegerent on earth." They
said: "Wilt Thou place therein one who
will make mischief therein and shed
blood? Whilst we do celebrate Thy
praises and glorify Thy holy (name)?" He
said: "I know what ye know not." [2(30)]
Sura Al-Baqra, Ayat 30
It further confirms that universe is integrated

whole with all its components serving each other.
Man is the reason for its creation; therefore he
must also serve the design of the Creator wilfully. 

"And He(Allah) has subjected the night
and day; and the sun and moon to be of
service to you; (likewise) are the stars
made subveriant by His Command. Lo!
Herein are portents for the people who
have wisdom". 6(12)
Nature spears of its Creator all the time. It is

up to us to listen to its melody and explore its
secrets to discover our God.        ... (to be continued)
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In the name of Almighty Allah who is the most
Rahman and Raheem.All praise to Allah,the Lord of
all the worlds.

Honorable Principal,Respected teachers and my
dear fellows 

Today is the day full of dejections and griefs, sorrows
and pathoes, because one of the most beautiful relation is
going to break up now.We are leaving our beautiful
acadamic home where we spent golden period of our life.It
is time to say farewell not to all dear fellows but all
affectionate, dedicated and loving teachers.


 


Nobody can forget those beautiful moments

which had been spent with our learned
teachers . I t  was  rea l ly a  p rec ious  and
unforgetable period of our acadamic career.

Now without going into anyother details or
illustration,I would fulfil my pleasant responsibility to
say few words in respect of my honorable spiritual
guardians. No doubt it is very difficult to make a
sketch of their sublime,excellent priceless services
and characters in real sense and spirit. I must
paradon my spiritual guides if I couldn't be able to do
justice in this regard.










But anyhow I'll try my level best to pay deep
homage to all who are present over here.First of all I
would pay Salam to Sir Rizwan. He is the living soul
and spirit of GCC Murree. Without him it would really
look like an incomplete image. He is not only honest
with his duties but also very sincere to his all
students,males or females, I pray on behalf of my
fellows to Almighty Allah by this Urdu verse.








Secondly I would mention dear name of Sir
Haider having very descent personality. He is very
committed to his duties as well as subjects. He never
wastes even a single minute of his students. He may
be embodiment of these Urdu verse



Now let's have a glance at another pillar of this college
I mean Sir Yasin. He is no less then an encouraging father ,
well-wisher and guide of all... in this college. He deserves
gold metal for his matchless job.








   

Let's come to Sir Wasim. Sir Wasim taught us English
in B.Com I. He possesses execellent knowledge of all
communicative skills. I am very thankful for his nice
guidence.

I am going to thank one of the great person who has
won our hearts in a very short period of time. He is
Professor Sir Azeem Farooqi. He is really so humble and
religious scholar in real sense and spirit that we wish to
seek his guidence at every step in life 

 


Other great teachers such as Sir Faisal and Sir Nazir
are heartly thanked for their love , affections and being a
source of courage.

After this I'll come to female teachers of this college ,
Miss Hina, Miss Afifa, Miss Farzana, Bushra and Ayesha.....
All were very hard working teachers.All are appreciated and
thanked. We pay rich trible to their nice co.operation ,
teaching guidance and symbolic modesty and strong
sincere rich tributes to all of them for their guidance, role
model and will power.

 
At this point I must mention the respect , honour,

co.operation and educational co.ordenation of all my class
fellows who lived like brothers & sisters as well as sincere
friends and class-mates. It is my humble request, not a
piece of advice only to all of them.

Always be detemined to your destination , keep your
ideas higher and maintain higher level of struggle. The
efforts of my young fel lows is the future of coming
generation that is entrusted upon you. So never sway from
the determined path to frame a brighter future of your
nation. Our dear homeland awfully needs dedicated and
committed youth.

It is facing numerious challenges in all walks of life.
Please come forward to contribute your lion's share for the
uplift of this under developed country and Pakistani nation.

Now I'll say few words for the honour of our Principal:
 




 
I must salute the honourable Principal for his superb,

unique and matchless services for the students of this
backward locality for more than 18 years of his golden life.

I am bound on behalf of my class to pay rich and
sincere tributes to this greatman , efficient officer , father
like guardion and well-wisher of students and milestone for
all who desire to win laurels in life:




I am very thankful to all honorable teachers,ministerial
staff and every one in this college who bestowed upon us
thei r  countab le  and rememberable serv ices and
supervisions.

Bundle of thanks to B.Com-I for their great hospitality
and Khud Hafiz with the slogan 

Pakistan ------ Zindabad.
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as if those wrongs were unpardonable; You shall read
(saith he) that we are commanded to forgive our
enemies; but you never read, that we are commanded to
forgive our friends. But yet the spirit of Job was in a
better tune: Shall we (saith he) take good at God's
hands, and not be content to take evil also? And so of
friends in a proportion. This is certain, that a man that
studieth revenge, keeps his own wounds green, which
otherwise would heal, and do well. Public revenges are
for the most part fortunate; as that for the death of
Caesar; for the death of Pertinax; for the death of Henry
the Third of France; and many more. But in private
revenges, it is not so. Nay rather, vindictive persons live
the life of witches; who, as they are mischievous, so end
they infortunate.













 
































 







OF PARENTS AND CHILDREN
The joys of parents are secret; and so are their

griefs and fears. They cannot utter the one; nor they will
not utter the other. Children sweeten labors; but they
make misfortunes more bitter. They increase the cares of
life; but they mitigate the remembrance of death. The
perpetuity by generation is common to beasts; but
memory, merit, and noble works, are proper to men.
And surely a man shall see the noblest works and
foundations have proceeded from childless men, which
have sought to express the images of their minds, where
those of their bodies have failed. (see page: 40)
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 (Pertinaxa)   (Caesar) 





OF REVENGE
Revenge is a kind of wild justice; which the more

man's nature runs to, the more ought law to weed it
out. For as for the first wrong, it doth but offend the
law; but the revenge of that wrong, putteth the law out
of office. Certainly, in taking revenge, a man is but even
with his enemy; but in passing it over, he is superior;
for it is a prince's part to pardon. And Solomon, I am
sure, saith, It is the glory of a man, to pass by an
offence. That which is past is gone, and irrevocable; and
wise men have enough to do, with things present and to
come; therefore they do but trifle with themselves, that
labor in past matters. There is no man doth a wrong,
for the wrong's sake; but thereby to purchase himself
profit, or pleasure, or honor, or the like. Therefore why
should I be angry with a man, for loving himself better
than me? And if any man should do wrong, merely out
of ill-nature, why, yet it is but like the thorn or briar,
which prick and scratch, because they can do no other.
The most tolerable sort of revenge, is for those wrongs
which there is no law to remedy; but then let a man
take heed, the revenge be such as there is no law to
punish; else a man's enemy is still before hand, and it is
two for one. Some, when they take revenge, are
desirous, the party should know, whence it cometh. This
is the more generous. For the delight seemeth to be, not
so much in doing the hurt, as in making the party
repent. But base and crafty cowards, are like the arrow
that flieth in the dark. Cosmus, duke of Florence, had a
desperate saying against perfidious or neglecting friends,
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Bacon's Essays
from page: 27

So the care of posterity is most in them, that have no
posterity. They that are the first raisers of their houses,
are most indulgent towards their children; beholding
them as the continuance, not only of their kind, but of
their work; and so both children and creatures.

The difference in affection, of parents towards their
several children, is many times unequal; and sometimes
unworthy; especially in the mothers; as Solomon saith, A
wise son rejoiceth the father, but an ungracious son
shames the mother. A man shall see, where there is a
house full of children, one or two of the eldest
respected, and the youngest made wantons; but in the
midst, some that are as it were forgotten, who many
times, nevertheless, prove the best. The illiberality of
parents, in allowance towards their children, is an
harmful error; makes them base; acquaints them with
shifts; makes them sort with mean company; and makes
them surfeit more when they come to plenty. And
therefore the proof is best, when men keep their
authority towards the children, but not their purse. Men
have a foolish manner (both parents and schoolmasters
and servants) in creating and breeding an emulation
between brothers, during childhood, which many times
sorteth to discord when they are men, and disturbeth
families. The Italians make little difference between
children, and nephews or near kinsfolks; but so they be
of the lump, they care not though they pass not through
their own body. And, to say truth, in nature it is much
a like matter; insomuch that we see a nephew
sometimes resembleth an uncle, or a kinsman, more
than his own parent; as the blood happens. Let parents
choose betimes, the vocations and courses they mean
their children should take; for then they are most
flexible; and let them not too much apply themselves to
the disposition of their children, as thinking they will
take best to that, which they have most mind to. It is
true, that if the affection or aptness of the children be
extraordinary, then it is good not to cross it; but
generally the precept is good, optimum elige, suave et
facile illud faciet consuetudo. Younger brothers are
commonly fortunate, but seldom or never where the
elder are disinherited.
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